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SANDRA ROWE: 
ANDROGYNY AND THE JANUSIAN SPLIT 
CHARLES G AlNES 
The work of Sandra Rowe cannot be understood within the specific 
concerns of social / political discourse alone. Indeed, her subject matter 
suggests a deeper, more complex polemic. Rowe is interested in the 
postmodern c~ntr.oversy surrounding the nature of the subject, i.e., she is 
not only questlOmn~ th~ centralized and linear notion of subject as can-
structe~ by modermst discourse, but in fact positing an abstract notion of 
th~ sUbJect, ~ theo~y o~ "lack" ~r "absence'" that stands as the privileged 
obJect of her Investigation. The ISSUes raised by herwork.are not important 
because of the~r social co~mentary alone, but also because they constitute 
(as con~roversles) ~ pole.mlcai structure. The subject is not simply a charac-
~er but Instead a dlalectlcal.f~amework through which the sUbject is real-
Ized: .Contrary to some critical commentary assigning Rowe's work to 
femmlst and / ?r e~nic concerns (1), Rowe attempts to transcend feminist 
and rac~ speCific dISCOUr:oe. In this way she seeks to unite opposites and 
co~tradlctlons. Here we fmd a ~p.ecific contradiction in that this gesture can 
b~ Int~rpreted equalJy as femInist and anti-feminist. This contradiction 
gt~es ns~ to the possibility that the object of Rowe' s narrative is not only the 
~ffirmati~m of specific social positions and concerns, but contradiction 
Itself, whl.ch could, on a connotative level, stand as a commentary on issues 
of ra~e-dlfference and sexuality. The difference, however. is that the 
meanmg of the c0l"!"mentary is determined through interpretation(2) and 
not rule~ by th~ artlS ~ he.rse~ f(~. This means that since the representations 
are ambiguous In their signifying functions, there is no denotative reading 
of the text that could stand as its single focus. Margaret Lazzari missed the 
boat when she commented , 
Rowe seeks to avoid a reactionary stance by presenting the 
~end~rs ~o.t as opposites, but as synthesized to some extent 
In all mdlvlduals. She is not tryjng to create oppositional 
art, because such works still operate within existing cul-
tural framework.:. ': ~on-op~OSltional, non-reactionary 
~ours~. however, IS difficult to find and follow. Despite her 
mtentlOns, Rowe h~s not yet discovered the visual and 
verbal vocabulary that will express her ideas fuUy, perhaps 
because both artist and her audience live in a gender-
stereotyped culture (4). 
Lazzari is s~ati~?that the notion of a synthesized representation, such 
as the one that SignIfies androgyny. is perhaps, at the very least difficult, 
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because representations of gender differences are so throughly structured 
in our culture. The androgynous figure is actually a deception. "As with all 
apparent1 equal binary oppositions one term is actually privileged over 
the other (5). Thus the androgynous figure ultimately becomes male or 
female depending upon the context of the representation. 
I agree that the androgynous figure is contradictory, but rather than 
judging Rowe's project as that of a commentary on stereotyped representa-
tions of male and female, (one that Lazzari feels is aborted by the artist's 
inability to construct true genderiess representations), it is androgyny itself 
as a contradictory representation that perforce becomes the o&ject and 
subject in her work. Thus I refer to androgyny as the "Janusian split." Janus, 
the god of doorways and gates, is a metaphor for the contradictory, the 
"double-voiced." It stands looking in two opposite directions signifying a 
dichotomy (including the masculine / feminine opposition), but one where 
there is movement " through the gaten from one position to the other, a 
commentary of process. 
The Janus!an split situates androgyny as a signifier that is multi-
VOiced. Androgyny, since it is implicitly contradictory and since it is also 
a comment on sexuality, is the representation that Jacques Lacan refers to in 
order to define his notion of the pre-Oedipal drive that helps the child 
construct a concept of self as other (6). Rowe's androgynous figure raises 
conflicting issues on sexuality. The rupture that underlies the conflict 
addresses the question, who or what is the subject in her work? We find 
ourselves involved in the disturbing elusiveness of the subject because we 
wish the narrative to M settle down. It Jacques Lacan addresses androgyny in 
this story often cited in his seminars. 
.. .In the beginning we were nothing like we are now. For 
one thing, the race was divided into three ... besides tite two 
sexes, male and female, which we have at present, there 
was a third which partook of the nature of both ... and such 
(was) their arrogance, that they actually tried ... to scale the 
heights of heaven and set upon the gods. (Zeus decided to) 
cut them all in half ... Now, when the work of bisection was 
complete it left each half with a desparate yearning for the 
other, and they ran together and flung their arms around 
each other's neck, and asked ... to be rolled into one. Zeus 
felt so sorry for them that (he) moved their private parts 
round to the fronL.and made them propagate among 
themselves ... So you see ... how far back we can trace our 
innate love for one another, and how this love is always 
trying to reintegrate our former nature, ... and bridge the 
gulf between the human being and other (7). 
Instead of a positive theory of (s)he, the story builds a notion of pure 
absence. (S)he is seen as a lack and thus a process, not a thing. Androgyny 
is the attempt in part to syntheSize the masculine and feminine into one 
being. Also, it is inextricably tied to sexuality, it is connected. to birth, death 
and rebirth. Androgyny represents the desire for wholeness. It is the 
process of a realization of wholeness fueled by "lack. " 
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We find the representation ot the androgynous form in Jonathan Boro~sky 's work. particularly My Male Selfand My Femo.le Self, 1977.79, and 
DanangCIown at 2,845,325, 1982-83. We also find it in many of the "Dream" 
works.such ~s, I Dreamed I ClimbedA White Mountain ... at2,206,Jll, 1975. The 
male ~gure IS represented as featureless (asexual) except for the autobio-
~aphlcal reference. However this makes it a parody at the male designa-
ti~n .. (See pp.l~16). Returning to My Male SelfandMy Female Self, Borofsky 
said In descnbmg the work: 
The:e is a sk~U b.alanced on a rare that two figures a re 
pulhng that Impbes some sort 0 birth, death, rebirth ... 
There are al~o the shoulders and neck of a new figure at the 
top, a blendmg at my male selt and my female self into a 
new form ... I want to ... make a statement about us all (8). 
. The part ma~e, part female image is used by Borofsky as an expression-
1St gesture (9). TIus concerns the expressionist interest in myth and autoch-~hony). We c~n conflate Rowe's androgynous image and her painterliness ~ orde! to discover the conditions of expressionism. The androgynous 
Image ~s f?oted in mythOlogy. This then encourages the expreSSionist 
underpmrung. In South America (the Amazon) we find both the Anaconda 
(10) and the Cayman (both reptiles, the Cayman is an alligatot the Ana-
con~a! a sn~ke~,(ll) each a mythic representation of the masculine and the 
feml~!ne pnnaples. Concerning the cultural mythology of the Amazon, 
speoficaIIy the Jaguar and ~he Dragon as reptilian representations of 
androgyny,(12) Pet~r Roe pOtn~ out that the positive principle is consid-
ered mascuLine, while the negative principle is considered feminine: 
The two key figures of the model, (the cosmological model 
of androgyny) ... th~ Jaguar-Dragon opposition, a positive 
and negative mamfestation of the Jaguar is created and 
opposed to positive ~d negative aspects of the Dragon ... 
ThIS p~uces a con tmual process of thesis, antithesis, and 
~ynthesls (creating a) dynamic scheme of endless ramify. 
mg transitive relations (13). 
. Pet~f Roe mentions that the life-death theme is connected with sexu-
ality. This s~me theme shows up in Borofsky's work and in the work of 
Rowe (See ShcksAnd Stones). We find the use of the androgynous image and 
the (s)he designation in Rowe's work,. (S)he Thought The Sky Was Falling as 
well as o~her works such as, Same Day Relative to the Same Day, (S)he 
RememtJe:ing (S)he, "(S)he With With (S)he, (S)he With Green Square, and (S)he 
With \"'}II~e ~S)he. In each case the subject (s)he is realized as having the 
cha.ractenstics of both genders_In the last case, the subiect is both black-and 
white. ) 
(S)he TIw.ught The .Sky ":Vas .Falling was originally an outdoor work that 
has been rebudt as an mtenor mstalfation. It consists of two constructed 
walls and a constructed ceiling that stands for the sky. A wooden cut-out 
figure th~t loo~ neither male nor female hovers above the two walls. On 
the floor IS a mirror that reflects the image of this androgynous figure The 
shadow of this figure is also reflected onto the walls. . 
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The scission implicit in the idea of androgyny seems to find its 
representation in the existence of the androgynous cut-out (itself a gesture 
of displacement). The cut-out is featureless, there are no gender-specific or 
race-specific icons. The image's reflection in the mirror and its shadow 
construct a redundancy that reinforces the ambiguity of the cut-out. Ev· 
eryperson is a schematic representation of a concept. The idea of person is 
transformed into the idea of everyperson (gender neutral), which is actually 
an impossibility because, as Lacan says, sexuality defines our notion of self 
(subject) (14). Thus we have through the shadow and the mirror reflection 
a splitting of an image that represents the gender split. (In the first case, the 
cut -ou t is a splitting because androgyny assumes having the characteristics 
of both genders as a synthesis, this defines the implicit Scission, androgyny 
depends on ~ binarism. And second, a reflection of this already split rep. 
resentation splits it again dialectically). 
There are important Similarities between the idea of subject in Rowe's 
work and the Lacanian subject. Lacan explains the development of the 
subject as the child's movement from a pre·Oedipal stage where there are 
no recognized boundaries between his self and the external world to a stage 
of dtfferentiation. 
The partitioning of the subject begins... The child's body 
goes through a process of differentiation, wherebyeroto-
genic zones are inscribed and libido is canalized (I.e., 
encouraged to follow certain established routes). Specific 
somatic areas are designated as the appropriate site of 
pleasure ... the mouth, the anus, the penis and the vagina ... 
By indicating the channels through which that libido can 
move, the mother ... assists in the conversion of incoAerent 
energy into coherent drives which can later be culturally 
regulated (15). 
When the child is able to differentiate its body from the external 
world it has entered the Hmirror stage. n At this point it constructs a concept 
of self as other. The psychological drives that find their representations 
through the mother is done by the use of rhetOrical structures and tropes, 
(condensation, displacement, metaphor, metonymy). These drives find 
their representation in what Lacan caUs the Symbolic Order through 
structural and tropiC redundancies (16). Julia Kristeva discusses the idea of 
subject in a Similar way when she mentions that the body Orifices that 
control pleasure experiences (mouth, anus, penis, vagina), (17) establish 
through rhetorical structures, symbols of the other. These symbolS com.h· 
tute our language system. The discovery of the other. forces the child to 
loose, what Freud calls our "oceanic-self..'" the non-ego Self This loss causes 
the child to suddenly see itself in a place in space and in a moment in time. 
It thus be<:omes the fragmented self. The subject is defined as a process, the 
process of splitting from the whole to the fragmented, creating the desire to 
be whole again. 
Through her narrative, Rowe's androgynous image becomes a symbol 
of the self described by Lacan and Kristeva. It is a split representation 
(male / female); thus it is implicitly contradictory. It denies sexuality and 
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confirms it simultaneously. It denies narration and at the same time 
participates in constructing the very narrative it denies. It introduces 
ambiguity to any text of which it is a part. 
Ro~e' ~ narrative splits apart. One part,. the part that produces conflict 
and an,tblgUl!y (referents are obscure), is metonymicaUy related to the 
uoce~c-s~lf. The other part, the linear narrative, has the same type of 
relationship to the fragmented self (the self realized through alienation). 
Th~e two pa~s fecundate each other producing the subject Androgyny 
claims to mediate the masculine / feminine split, but this dalm is duplicitous 
and s.ubve.rsive. because it can never deliver what it promises. In Rowe's 
RelatIOnshIps, Des, and Truths, the subject is a function of the ambiguities of 
the text. It is not the subject of the Cartesian ego. Kristeva comments, 
We shall see that when the speaking subject is no longer 
consid~red a phenomenological transcendent ego nor the 
CarteSian ego but rather a 'subject in process / on trial,' 
(~8).:.deep struct~re ... (iS) disturbed and with (it), the pos-
Sibility of semantic and / or grammatical categorical inter-
pretation" (19). 
The subje~ i.n Relationships, Lies, and Truths cannot distinguish be-
twee~ fact ~nd fictIon. We find that the subject is defined by the statements 
and. vlsualJ.J?agery ~nd since the imagery is ambiguous and vague, so is the 
subject. This work IS a second version. The installation consists of three 
largewal~s. framing three sides of a cubed space. At the site of the open end 
stands a eight tOO! a~dr08Yl:l0us figure. Rowe says that the figure is actually 
a lar1?e bo~k consisting of visual and textual images narrating the subject of 
relatIOnships. ~n t~e left wall is another eight foot figure. This figure is 
repeated for a third time on the back wall. Two smaU panels with the words 
"'lies'" and "' truths" are located on the remaining wall. 
Some of the small painterly sketches located on the front figure 
contain statements such as, .... 1 will love you forever," and, MLate at night 
everything is clear." "I know you, '" is said by a blindfolded figure. Rowe 
regards these as statements that people in relationships say to each other. 
As the blindfolded figure suggests, however, these statements may be lies 
or truths. When ~tatements cannot be empirically connected to proofs, 
there can be no difference between a lie and a truth. Rowe said in an 
interview that a truth is a belief and not a fact. Death is a fact; a truth can be 
changed. In this way she feels the statements function as codes (20). 
. Retl:'rnin~ to Rowe's idea of subject, she constructs a narrative in 
~elatlOnshlps, .u,es and Truths (21) by suggesting that the androgynous 
Images are V?ICI~g these statements. Even though this pOSSibility does not 
alter the ambigUIty of the message, it appears that the work is about lies and 
truths in relationships rather than my claim that the work is about the 
postmodern psychoanalytical subject. Besides, Rowe has said often that her 
work "goes be~on~ race, sex, etc.,'" which brings us right back to the 
problem Lazzan pOlDted out (22). Rowe said in an interview, 
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I am interested in general psychological conditions that 
threaten the sense of self, psychological well being. sur-
vival The early work was autobiographical, things were 
not going well and I used art to address these conditions. 
But in the last several years I learned to let those things go 
but remained interested in the psychological condition. I 
am interested and fascinated by things that are psychologi-
cally stressful because I think they equalize everyone. It 
goes beyond race, sex, etc" (23). 
How are we to interpret this statement? Is Rowe actually involved in 
a narrative that claims that psychological conditions are fundamentally 
universal and are not race and sex specific? If so, then we have replaced one 
social/political narrative with another. This substitution does not satisfy 
the problems raised by Lazzari. Although Rowe states that her concerns 
go beyond race and sex, how do we reconcile this claim with her obvious use 
of both as the subject matter of her narrative? In what way does she 
transcend race and sex? Before answering this question, we should spend 
time examining the issues of race-difference and feminism, specifically 
those parts of the theories that pertain to our investigation. 
The claim that one can go beyond political and social content sug-
gests the affirmation of the modernist notion of absolute knowledge and 
pure aesthetics. However, many postmodern theorists argue this point. 
What does it mean to go beyond sodal / political content? Victor Burgin 
said, 
• : ... during the time of conceptualism and of political art in 
my work I was quite convinced that the form of painting 
was inherently reactionary; I'm not sure anymore. In fact, 
I'm quite sure that you can' t claim that a fonn has any 
inherent political inscription in it. Those things are always 
conjecture" (24). 
Burgin's quote seems to suggest a return to the modernist values of 
universal aesthetic. Since criticism and theory have traditionally operated 
within a binarytramework, that is, either meaning is universal or relativist 
(the dichotomy of the synchronic and the diachronic), we are hard pre~s~d 
to interpret Burgin's statement in any other way. One way out of thiS IS 
through the postmodern theory of interpretation; the image' s i~terpreta­
tion is not rooted in any specific discourse that goes beyond the mfIuences 
of history. In this way meaning is determined within a paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic framework. Burgin may be suggesting that a painting form is 
subject to the same conditions of interpretation that Barthes says about text, 
that it is open to "free play." Other theorists believe that this "free play" is 
simply another way of naming the modernist Universal aesthetic. 
A critical debate was established among Black critics and writers as 
early as 1861 that challenged the idea that work can move beyond political 
and social meaning. This challenge actually established the earliest attack 
on what was later known as modernism. (Some of the earliest postmodern 
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arguments were made by Black artists and writers prindpally because they 
were traditionally not included in the mainstream of modernism). Frances 
E. W. Harper and at a later date Heywood Broun (1925) argued against an 
art that claimed. to transcend social and political issues (25). Other critics of 
Black literature, like Stephen Henderson. believed that the art of Blacks 
should express Blackness, images that communicate the "Black truth" (26). 
Representations of the"White" rulture had to be rejected, and the key to this 
was the embracing of social / political and historical ideas that reflected 
Black culture. 
The theories of modernism and postmodernism, according to Cornel 
West, (27) are actually sodal and political theories that are unrelated to the 
issues of being Black in western culture. The modernist notion of universal-
ity, Kant's theory of pure reason, the Cartesian ego, are attacked as sodal 
and political doctrines representing the values of western culture (28). In 
Kant's aesthetics of the sublime, it is argued that Blacks are self-evidently 
stupid. He believed the sublime is a type of understanding that is not 
expressible or accessible through material manifestations. Itis the key to his 
theory of Pure Knowledge which exists at the core of modernist thought 
(29). But what a fallacy it is when a limited social and political orthodoxy 
such as the superiority of white intelligence can be claimed to be self. 
evident. It raises questions about the legitimacy of the thesis. Not even Kant 
is omniscient enough to comprehend the political limits of his thoughts. 
The modernist notion of universality is ultimately a political positioning 
reflective of the relative concerns of a particular culture. 
A similar debate goes on in feminist theory. Patricia Waugh refers to 
the psychoanalytical theory of D. W. Winnicott and the aesthetic theory of 
Adrian Stokes to suggest a feminist aesthetic. Also, drawing from the 
psychological theories of Melanie I<lein, Waugh states that women writers 
have developed an aesthetic based upon merging and connections rather 
than separation and fragm~ntation, the aesthetic doctrine of modernism. 
She explains that this aesthetic is a response to the economic and cultural 
situation. We find that women more than men are subject to Hdependency, 
insecurity, vulnerablity to criticism or attacks on the 'self '" (30). Although 
Waugh explains that these representations develop from the pressures of a 
patriarchal SOciety, Michele Montleray makes the case that female sexuality 
is unrepresented in our culture. Silverman states about Montlerey' s theory, 
... repression involves the setting in place within the uncon-
scrous a representation which structures sexuality in a 
particular way. Censorship, however, excludes without 
representation, and consequently has no structuring effect 
upon sexuality... Female sexuality .. .is censored rather 
than repressed by the phallus ... For that reason it remains 
a' dark continent' ... which threatens to submerge not only 
the female subject but the entire order of signification (31). 
Let us return to the question mentioned earlier, how does Rowe' s 
work address the questions of race-difference and feminism? Although 
Rowe states that her concerns go beyond race and sex. how do we reconcile 
this statement with her obvious use of both as the subject matter of her 
, 
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narrative? Let us say that race difference and sexuality are either unrepre-
sented in culture or represented as an "other. '" Either or both themes are 
represented by the androgynous figure in Rowe' s ~ork. Thus she intro-
duce!. these conflicts within the fabric of her narrative. The androgynous 
figure, as the voice and body of the narrative, conflates the different ~ssues 
making it the site of sexual identity and race difference. The complex ISSues 
of the Lacanian subject is merged with the fem~nist subjec~. It alS<? collapses 
into the racial subject adumbrating the schisms of Universality versus 
relativism, race (Whites versus Blacks), gender (female versus male), and 
politics (feminist versus black). . . 
Rowe's work, She With White She, bifurcates the alliance of femlOlsm 
and race difference. The subject in this work is "racially androgyno.us." 
This idea is an oxymoron because a radally mixed person is always defined 
as non-white, butthe sexually mixed (androgynous) person is never consi~­
ered non-male or non-female exclusively, but a synthesis of both. (ThiS 
shows that race difference ~d sexual ~iffer~nce ~e not .perfectly ho~~lo­
gous notions). Rowe's subject cannot Identlfy With the Issues of femmlsm 
without subverting its sodal identity as Black, (Although her status as.a 
female is never in question, except in the manner that this identity IS 
complicated by the androgynous image, I refer here to Montlerey' S th~ory 
of the difference between sexual structuration and gender roles). And simi-
larly, it (Rowe's subject) cann?~ raise i~S?eS ~f race difference without 
raising questions about the political felrumst discourse even though there 
is similarity between the politics of race and the politics of feminism. The 
social agenda of feminism still leaves intact the agenda of "'whi~e,~ (fe~­
nism still deals with Blacks within the framework of cultural / socral institu-
tions as "black," not as "just another person lf ) . Feminism woul4like to see 
race as neutral (the issues of femfnism are the same as the issues of race 
difference). But this is a hopeless wish. As long as there is race difference, 
the dominant culture will always perceive the minority as the "'othec" The 
cultural experiences of Blacks are different than those of white women, a~d 
indeed the experiences of black women are not the sam.e as those of whl~e 
women. The liberal political agenda that black and whlte.w:ome~ share IS 
not enough to neutralize race-difference, for the black femmlst wtll ~lways 
see the white feminist as white, and vice·versa. Can anyone conceive of a 
race neutral person? No. Adrian Piper addresses these issues of race 
difference by showing us in a very confrontational way that we cannot get 
beyond the need to ma~e racial othe.rs" out of differe~ce (32) . 
Race difference IS always defmed by the dommant race and ~he 
minority race is always in reaction. The dominant race constructs a notton 
of the minority as "other," and although this "other" is not defined by the 
libidinal pre-Oedipal drives, it is a symbol whose syntactical structur~ has 
a homologous relationship with the "other" ofLac~ian psycho~nalysls. I.n 
this view, a one race world can never realty exISt. Race difference 15 
rhetorically tied to sexual difference, it is another manifestation of the 
construction of the "other." It happens in a patriarchal society that female 
representations are mostly negative, but they don' t hav~ to be .. If th~se 
representatioru; were positive, sexual difference would still ~en:tatn. It IS a 
matter of the particular structure of the SymboliC Order. Similarly there 
does not have to be a political schism between races, but the lack of one 
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doesn' t obviate race difference since it is so intrinsically tied to the realiza-
tion of the "other '" through sexuality. Miscegenation still remains one of 
socie!y's greatest taboos. The sexual split that causes the forming of the 
U self establishes the structure and pre-exists radal difference. Sexual 
difference, therefore, establishes the construction of other differences in 
culture such as race difference (I am not speaking of biological difference 
alone, but also the culturally defined representations of difference). 
The representations in Rowe's work can be defined as tropes. These 
tropes elevate the rhetorical level of her text, and consequently undermine 
any consistent and truthful relationship between the signifiers and their 
referents. Thus Rowe views her representations as the "site of an ambiva-
lent and problematiC relationship between referential and figural meaning" 
(33). 
However. unlike the deconstructionist, Rowe is not interested in the 
loss of the referential text in the free play of hermeneutics. She is actually 
interested in constructing a narrative commentary. Tropes and codes do 
not have as their single purpose the responsibility to deconstruct the text, 
but Instead to signify ambiguUy as a way to engage the viewer in a 
hermeneutic enterprise. One might say that Rowe uses rhetorical structures 
to signify a meaning for the sUbject that is based upon the Lacanian notion 
of deSire. In this way she proposes a justification fo r her idea that her work 
goes beyond race and sex, ultimately reaching for a synthesized and 
universal subject, but not getting there. It is a process, a desire, an activity 
of moving beyond race differenCi! and sexuality. Desire instructs the active 
subject. Androgyny signifies the desire tor unity. But, as in the Lacanian 
"othet" the more one reaches for this unity, the greater the chasm becomes 
(the Janusian split). 
Now, if the subject of Rowe's work is not a commentary on race 
difference and sexuality, then she is using that commentary in order to 
realize a series of tropes that frame the postmodern theory of the subject. 
The Androgynous figure is the privileged object in the work, and to the 
degree that it is used to posit notions in the work, it is its subject. It is this 
figure who is acting and being acted upon. It is this figure who turns every 
referent into a heterogiossia (34). The androgynous figure is the postmod-
em subject, and as such (s}he becomes the agent of the obscure, the ineffable. 
(S)he releases the Sign from any specific referent but does not release it from 
signification (35). The contradictions that I have said lie at the bottom of 
sexual difference, race difference, and the differences between Black and 
feminist poli tical discourse define Rowe's subject as a continuous process 
of "ramifying transitive relations" (36). 
The final issue I wish to raise regarding the work of Sandra Rowe is 
parOdy. Parody is the rhetorical gesture of copying or imitating. It is an act 
of doubling that has the consequence of privileging the rhetorical text 
through redundancy and repetition. In so doing it introduces a "double-
voiced'" text that integrates the rhetorical structure of the text and its 
meaning in such a way that they influence each other. An example is 
pastiche. Parody is one manner of dwelling on the margins of discourse. It 
is a trope of repetition and revision. The postmodern theory of appropria~ 
tion is a form of parody exemplified in the work of Sherri Levine. Linda 
Hutcheon discusses the issue of parody influenced by Bakhtin's theory of 
Dialogism (37). 
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It is Bakhlin' theory ... that allows for looking at parody as 
a form of "double~directed" discourse ... " (38) Parody is 
one of the techniques of self-referentiality by which art 
reveals its awareness of the context-dependent nature of 
meaning, of the importance to Signification of the circum~ 
stances surrounding any utterance" (39). 
Sticks And Stones uses 36, eight foot posts, each a different color. Each 
color represents a social pathology: red = sexism, purple = .misoneism, 
yellow = racialism, blue = exclusivism, silver = racism, turqUOise = terro~~ 
ism. These posts are laid out and stacked on the gallery floot _Th~re are s~ 
cement slabs hanging on the wall. Drawn into the cement while It wa~ ~till 
wet is an androgynous figure standing on the neck of another recluung 
androgynous figure. This drawing is repeated exactly on each slab. 
Although parody points to rhetorical structures and se.mantic ambi-
guities, it does not disconnect its dependency on the pragmatics o~ the tex.t. 
In order for the parody to exist it must be a comment upon meanmg. This 
fact makes a parody not only the custodian and prese~er of mean~ng (by 
analogizing it) but it becomes a generator of new meanmg by creating the 
intertext (40). We find the use of parody in Sticks And Stones through the 
repetition (41) of the representations on the slab and in the use of the 
androgynous figure. Sexuality, sexual roles and beliefs find themselves 
floating within the confines of the work because androgyny is an attack on 
sexuality, making it a doubie~voiced representation of both the masculine 
and feminine principles. Sticks And Stones began as a performance. In. a 
wooded site, Rowe had six people each carry a different color post to a pit. 
The posts were stacked in the pit and burned. The ashes were coUected and 
included as part of the gallery installation. Rowe's face wa~painted in 
stripes following the established color code (42). Even though each post 
represented one of the social patholOgies, the participants were never 
informed of the symbolic meaning. This made their participation purely 
formal, but within the context of the installation the participants became 
metaphors for androgyny. 
Rowe's use of parody not only reinforces her interest ill: tropes th.us 
establishing a hermeneutics, but it also supports her interest m the s~al 
aspects of the narrative suggesting an integration of structure and mearung. 
The parody achieves this because, as I mentioned earlier, in order for it ~o 
exist (parody) it must be a comment on meaning. Parody preserves thiS 
through analogy. V. N. Volosinov supports this idea when he says, 
Not only is consciousness a distinctively social product, 
but,as social, it is a distinctively semiotic product. .. indi· 
vidual consciousness is ... only a tenant lodging in the social 
edifice of ideological signs. Once again the science of signs 
and the science of subjectivity intersect (43). 
In Lies And Truths the installation not only exists as a rhetorical 
edifice, a semiotical structure constituted of tropes and figures, which 
produce a kind of meta~narrative, but the tropes fold back on themselves, 
as the meta-narrative is absorbed into the social framework by virtue of 
the teChnique of parody. 
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. Th~ installation consists of a six toot egg shape form with a television 
momtor ill a hole and a peep hole that allows the viewer to see a fabricated 
tree about ten feet away. Behind the tree there is an 8 ft. by 12 ft wall. Live 
!J'ees are placed arou.n~ t~e wall. The work is aggresiveJy painted with 
I~tens~ colors. Also, It IS hghted to enhance the intensity of the color. The 
Video IS a looped tape of a tree. Rowe said about this work. 
I ~m playing lies against truths, rea] things against fake 
thmgs (real tree !fake trees). The distance between the 
(big) tree and the peep hole is a metaphor for the mind. The 
space between distorts the reality (44). 
The ~ake to real as a parody reinforces the sodal commentary of the 
work caus~ng !ake ,:,ersus real (wh~ch is a binary opposition, thus a trope), 
to ~come re -realized as a narrative commentary. This is what a modern 
poetIC text ~sually d~s. But in this special case, the text is absorbed into the 
Idea of the illstallat1~n, textualizing the visual representations within the 
framc.work of. th~ .obJect of art (with its own unique formal concerns) thus 
escaping the l~mlting lexical concerns of the poetic text. 
We see In the work of Sandra Rowe a narrative art whose semiotized 
text .p~oduces a subject that signifies both the issues of race difference and 
feminism and transcends those issues resulting in a second voice that is 
comlf!enti~g ~n the mythic "everyperson" (this term is used for its arche-
typallmphcatlOns). The subj~ct (and~ogyny) exists as a trope, on the one 
h.an~, . an~ the psychoanalytical subJ~ct, on the other. This ambiguity 
slgmfies Its transcendence over race dIfference and feminism' however it 
is a. ~ouble.voiced message whose second voice firmly stat~s its social / 
pohti~al c0rrtn.tentary. Thus we have the postmodern sUbject situated in the 
theatncal environment of the installation. This reflects Rowe's belief that 
the human conditions in ~er narrative are not specific to any particular 
pers.on ?~ group, but are Simply humani conditions that I believe pre·exist 
the individual and are found in culture as the "grand textH that we as 
characters live out. 
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